Abstruct-Currently, the only available wideband (multiple amplifier linearization method is feedforward. rward, though, requires automatic adaptation of key parameters for reliable distortion cancellation as operating conditions vary. With a novel and appropriate use of DSP, we have implemented a feedforward linearizer with adaptation driven by easily computed gradient signals. This overcomes the difficulties, such as DC offsets at the output of analog mixers and masking of weak signals by stronger ones, at slow andlor cause incorrect convergence of many previously reported implementations. The result is an average of 40 dB reduction in intermodulation spectra over a wide bandwidth, with extremely fast tracking.
INTRODUCTION
RF power amplifiers (PAS) generate intermodulation (IM) distortion if they carry linear modulation or several fkequency channels at once. Since IM distortion appears as interference in other channels, amplifier linearization is an essential element of a PCS. Of the known linearization strategies [l-51, only feedforward can provide good IM reduction over an operating bandwidth of tens of MHz, and it does so through its use of inherently wideband analog technology. The feedforward method, though, is very sensitive to parameter changes due to varying operating conditions such as input power level, supply voltage and temperature.
Adaptation is thus essential. Two significant problems have compromised many previous adaptation structures, e.g. [6] . One of them is the generation of a gradient signal by bandpass correlation of RF signals to produce a DC result. With analog mixing of the RF signals, any DC offset in the result causes convergence to incorrect parameter values. A second problem is masking of weak signals by strong ones in one gradient calculation, causing extremely slow convergence. This paper demonstrates a novel and appropriate use of DSP to solve both problems regardless of the bandwidth of the carried signals. Fig. 1 shows that a feedforward linearizer consists of cascaded signal cancellation and error cancellation circuits. In the signal cancellation circuit, the RF input signal v,(t) is split into amplification and reference branches. In the amplification branch, the signal is attenuated and shifted in phase by controllable values, and then fed to the PA. The PA output signal v,(t) is sampled with a coupler and attenuated to reduce its level to that of the reference signal where the two are combined in antiphase. With appropriate selection of the controllable attenuation and phase shift, the reference signal is canceled, leaving an error signal v,(t) which is an attenuated version of the IMD generated by the PA. In the error cancellation circuit, the error signal is attenuated and shifted in phase, again by a controllable value, and amplified in an error amplifier. When it is injected back into the main signal path, the IMD is canceled, leaving only a linearly amplified version v,(t) of the RF input. Delay lines in each circuit are necessary to compensate for the group delay of the PA and the error amplifier.
THE FEEDFORWARD STRUCTURE

Basic Feedforward Operation
The crux of the operation of the adaptive feedforward linearizer is proper adjustment of the attenuation and phase parameters in each circuit and selection of a highly linear error amplifier so that no additional (uncorrectable) IMD is introduced in the linearizer output. These issues will be discussed in more detail in the subsequent sections. A detailed analysis of gradient based adaptation without pilot signals, including accuracy requirements and convergence time and jitter, is contained in [7] , and is summarized here. Adaptation of a, based on the linear estimation of vu(t) with basis vm(t), is designed to minimize P,, the average power of the error signal. When P, is minimized, the error signal is simply the IMD introduced by the PA, vd(t), with the reference signal completely canceled. If the coefficient a were placed in the lower (reference) branch, making v,(t) = v-.(t) -av,(t), then P, would be a quadratic fimction of ax with a well defined minimum. A suitable gradient signal would be the covariance of the estimation error and the reference signal, for which a noisy, but unbiased estimate is (2) When a is adjusted properly, E[Da(t)] = 0, since the optimal linear estimate occurs when the estimation error and the basis of the estimate are uncorrelated. This suggests the following algorithm for the adaptation of a implemented as a first order circuit and the algorithm for adaptation is
where Kp is analogous to J&.
Problems in Adaptation
There are two main problems in conventional feedforward adaptation. The first appears if the gradients (2) and (4) are implemented by bandpass correlation of the corresponding RF signals to produce a lowpass result. DC offsets and llf noise in the mixers cause convergence to incorrect values, weakening the degree of IM suppression. The second is that the gradient (4) relies on mixing of ve(t) with the weak IM component in va(t). The much stronger signal component in v&) acts as noise, forcing a very long time constant and thus slow convergence. We have solved both problems-the first, by use of DSP to perform correlation, and the second, by use of a filter to suppress the desired signal component in vo(t). where the parameter 6 is the step size. Equation ( 5 ) is implemented in an analogous manner. Fig. 1 shows the points in the feedforward circuit where the appropriate RF signals are split to enable downconversion and sampling before recovering the required complex envelopes in DSP.
The real and imaginary components of a(n) and p(n) are used directly as the control signals for the vector modulators (VMs) in the signal and error cancellation circuits which realize the required attenuation and phase shift. Both VMs have highly linear RF input/output characteristics-an important property, especially in the error cancellation circuit. The attenuation and phase shift provided by the VMs varies monotonically with the control voltages; this ensures convergence of a and p to the correct values.
For wide bandwidth operation, the gradient signals for the adaptation of a and p cannot be computed in one step due to limited sampling rates available for DSP. Thus, the gradient computations must be performed in subbands spanning selected spectral regions of the signals and the result from each subband summed. This method is validated by replacing the time domain integrals in equations (3) and (5) with the corresponding hp"eq domain integrals using Parseval's theorem. Various subbands may be selected by employing a a(n) = a ( n -1) + 6Da (n) two-or three-step downconversion process in which the frequency of the fmt oscillator controls which portion of the signal is placed in the narrow window of the first IF filter; the second and/or third oscillators remain fixed. The main amplifier in Fig. 1 is a 5 Watt, 815 MHz, class AI3 PA driven by a narrowband d4-DQPSK modulated signal centred about 815 MHz. The data signal employs root raised cosine pulse shaping with 35% rolloff at a symbol rate of 20 ksym/s. A narrowband, rather than wideband, data signal is used so that the gradient computation may be performed in only one step, rather than several steps as described above. The error amplifier is a 5 W class A amplifier which operates with sufficient backoff to ensure linear operation.
Since v,(t), v,(t), and v,(t) are bandpass signals, the DC offsets generated by the mixers in the downconversion process can be avoided by centering the signals about an IF low enough to be sampled, but high enough to ensure no spectral occupancy at DC, and then accurately recovering the corresponding complex envelopes in DSP. In the present implementation, this is achieved using a sampling rate offs = 150 kHz and an IF of fJ4. Note that the same oscillators are used to downconvert each of the three signals v&), v,(t), and v,(t>.
For the adaptation of a, the complex envelopes of v,(t) and v,(t) are recovered using complex bandpass FIR filters of length 16 centred about fJ4 which provide 40 dE3 image suppression. The filter stopband extends fkom fs/2 to fs. The high stopband attenuation is achieved with a short filter by allowing the transition bandwidth to be wide. This is acceptable, since the spectral region of interest for the correlation of v,(t) and v,(t) is that occupied by the reference signal only. No sample-by-sample derotation of the filter outputs is necessary since the constellation rotations are canceled by the complex conjugate multiplication performed in the grzdient calculation. For the same reason, any frequency offset in the downconverted signals from the IF of fJ4 is canceled.
The adaptation of p is implemented in a similar fashion with one notable difference. The masking problem is solved by modiflmg the filter used to recover the complex envelope of v,(t) by introducing a notch in the bandpass frequency response to suppress the signal component. The resulting filter is a complex bandstop FIR filter of length 53 which provides 60 dl3 attenuation of the signal component and 40 dl3 image suppression. In contrast to the filters used for the adaptation of a, the transition bandwidths for the bandstop filter must be narrow, since the spectral region of interest for the correlation of v,(t) and v,(t) is that occupied by the distortion outside the band of the desired signal. A similar complex bandpass filter to those used for the adaptation of a is used for v,(t), except its length is 53 to match the length of the bandstop filter used for v,(t), and to ensure narrow transition bandwidths.
To reduce development time, the DSP used for the adaptation of a and p is TI'S TMS320C30 floating point processor. Due to processing power constraints, the filter outputs for the adaptation of a and p are decimated by a factor 790 equal to the corresponding filter lengths-16 for a and 53 for p.
The effect of this simplification is a longer adaptation time constant as shown in the following section. Note that the choice of the filter lengths for the decimation factors simplifies the DSP code; smaller factors could be used. Moreover, with a slightly faster DSP, decimation would not be necessary at all.
RESULTS
The convergence behavior of a and p is illustrated in plots of the control voltages for the vector modulators in the signal and error cancellation circuits (Figs. 3 & 4) . Starting from zero, the initial convergence time of a is less than 0.3 sec, and the reconvergence time due to a 6 dE3 drop in input power at timet z 5.55 is less than 50 msec. As can be seen in Fig. 4 
